IMAGE IS EVERYTHING,
PRESENTED WITHOUT INTERRUPTION

WITH SMOOTH CURVES AND SEAMLESS PRESENTATION,
THE NETWORK DISPLAY LINE IS HARD TO MISS.

Made of durable anodized aircraft aluminum, NETWORK modular display system offers rugged good looks and is virtually impossible to break with normal use. Its strength and rigidity is unmatched in the industry.

The NETWORK display frame collapses neatly into a single portable All-In-One Case. This case serves double-duty and transforms into an attractive Podium adding graphic impact to your overall presentation.

Designed to be expanded, reduced or reconfigured without tools or tinkering. Change your trade show display from a flat wall to a curve or an S-curve. Or, build it into a unique arch that towers above. NETWORK is portability combined with the flexibility you need.

TABLE TOP TRADE SHOW DISPLAY SERIES
If space is at a premium, the NETWORK table top series provides a modular solution that can be expanded into a full-size floor standing exhibit as your business needs require.
NETWORK SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS

FRAME: Anodized aircraft aluminum
PANELS: Fabric, Designer Finish, Digital or Photographic Prints
ALL-IN-ONE CASE: Molded hard plastic

DIMENSIONS

FRAME WIDTH (3 SECTIONS) 240 cm / 94.5"
FRAME HEIGHT (3 SECTIONS) 226 cm / 89"
FRAME DEPTH 30 cm / 12"
ALL-IN-ONE CASE WIDTH 60 cm / 23.5"
ALL-IN-ONE CASE HEIGHT 39 cm / 15.5"
ALL-IN-ONE CASE LENGTH 97 cm / 38"
WEIGHT WITH PANELS, LIGHTS AND CASE 31 kg / 68 lb

PRINTING

• Photographic
• Digital

LAMINATION

• Gloss, Matte, Textured,

ACCESSORIES

• All-In-One case
• Podium conversion kit
• LED Wall Washer Lights
• Dual-angle shelf
• Weight-bearing ladder frame and shelf
• Internal monitor shelf
• Arborite counter top
• Dual arborite counter top